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Henrik Pedersen

Natural Teak
Outdoor Rope

Dining Chair with Arms

Scandinavian design meets shaker. This trans-Atlantic concept leaps creative boundaries, 
combining notes of modern architecture and a minimalist aesthetic. At home in any
contemporary space, this chair cleverly stays tactile and inviting with the integration of
outdoor rope and Gloster’s signature teak.

Renowned Danish designer Henrik Pedersen has combined two elemental materials to 
produce a chair as perfectly refined as it is beautiful. Henrik says “The challenge of this 
design was to create a complex solution from the simplest palette - almost to create 
everything from nothing! I wanted to create the purest form of seating with the most
traditional of materials and yet attain both comfort and a design statement that surpassed 
more opulent routes”.

Perfect as a part of Gloster’s Mix & Match concept, the Archi Dining Chair with Arms
cleverly uses a mix of tactile teak and Dune coloured outdoor rope to make its presence 
known. With striking, minimal lines and simple materials, the Archi chair fulfils Henrik’s
ambition by standing proudly unique.
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About Gloster

As life gets faster and more complex, the need for quality time and space - the freedom to be you - grows too. At Gloster we open doors to 
timelessly beautiful exteriors where your furniture sets the mood, just the way you want it to be. And we take the long view, using only the very 
best materials and techniques available. Our aim is your pleasure - to be enjoyed in countless special moments outdoors.

With offices world-wide and our own manufacturing facility in Indonesia, Gloster’s roots can be traced all the way back to West Africa in 1960, 
where a band of passionate entrepreneurs and furniture makers took the first steps on a long journey. Today, the same passion, conviction and 
pride that launched the Gloster brand, continues to fuel our business. We may live in a different world than the one occupied by our founders, 
but one thing remains the same - we are furniture makers whose sole focus is to design and build the world’s finest outdoor furniture.
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